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FRIDAY 18TH MAY 

Caring for the carer: quality care for children through 

quality care for educators

Is educator well-being a new buzz word or the vital 

ingredient in creating quality care for children?

Early Childhood Educators working in both face-to-face 

roles and in management positions are consistently 

researching how to provide the highest quality of care for 

children, aware of the significant impacts wellbeing has on 

a child's ability to progress successfully and competently 

through life. 

This focus is just as relevant for Educators. Join Catherine 

as you explore the how’s, when’s and why’s of educator 

well-being – this could just be the corner you need to turn!

Developing Dreams
www.developingdreams.com.au
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FRIDAY 18TH MAY 

Lead-a-sheep…..

Is leadersheep killing leadership?

This session will provide a humorous overview of what 

Molly defines to be the ‘chronology of early childhood 

leadership’ over the last 30 years.

Molly will examine the possibilities of the frequently used 

term, 'getting there' and what 'getting there' actually looks 

like, sounds like and feels like! 

Down to Earth Practical Solutions
Website: www.dteps.com.au
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FRIDAY 18TH MAY 

Building a ‘trust’ed business!

Trust has enormous impact on our results, relationships & 

retention of good staff. 

This unique workshop deep dives into the meaning of trust, 

exploring the consequences of when it is broken and helps 

participants build trust in their professional & personal lives with 

the help of a novel implementation tool.

Most companies talk about trust in their values and mission 

statement, but very few implement programs that help build 

trust in their businesses. During this session, Anthony will help 

you understand how to build trust through understanding the 3 

core components: meeting needs, managing expectations and 

delivering on promises in a fun, energetic and light hearted 

environment!
Move Mountains

www.anthonybonnici.com
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FRIDAY 18TH MAY 

Brain blinkers…. Unleashing Your Creativity – Your action 

commitment!

In this critically acclaimed, internationally renowned self 

awareness program, we learn to identify & remove the 3 key 

mental barriers - or Brain Blinkers - that prevent us from reaching 

our potential. Anthony steers us through limiting beliefs, self 

sabotage and fear and gives us the tools to improve our 

leadership and performance now and in the long term.

Anthony will engage in experiential learning and further proves 

the concept by immersing the group in pastel sketching. 

The end result is a personal masterpiece that astounds the 

delegate, and remains as irrefutable proof that we can change 

the way we think and what we believe and totally transform our 

outcomes and performance.

Move Mountains
www.anthonybonnici.com
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Understanding trauma and its impact on children: 

Applications and interventions in the child care setting

As much as we’d want all children to come from safe and 

secure homes with only good experiences, the reality is 

that many children don’t. 

Many times, we as educators are left wondering what has 

happened for a child in our care to be so dysregulated, 

distressed or just downright difficult. 

Whether it be due to domestic violence, environmental 

trauma, neglect or abuse, if you want to understand the 

impact of both micro and macro trauma on children’s brain 

development and behaviours, and how to best attend to 

these children’s needs, then this workshop is for you!

READ Clinic
www.thereadclinic.com
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Raising Resiliency: Building Awareness, Language and 

Strategies for a Healthier and Happier Life

resilience
noun

‘The capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness’.

Join Catherine as she unpacks a variety of tools and strategies 

designed specifically to ‘build resilience awareness and capacity’ as 

early childhood professionals.

These resiliency concepts will assist individuals and groups to 

recognise; language; regulate & effectively manage times of 

challenge. 

If you are seeking greater confidence and control during times of 

challenge - then do not miss this! 

Developing Dreams
www.developingdreams.com.au
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Room Leader Rookies Unite – The best advice for your first time 

as a room leader

So; they now call you a LEADER?

Where do you begin?......

Rebecca has been there, done that….worked with many a room 

leader that have worked hard to earn this title – but with the name –

comes a huge responsibility! 

During this session, you will learn why parity is key! Rebecca will 

share with you what she has learnt along the way about what works; 

what staff need; and how to work alongside; rather than above! 

This practical (and realistic) skills based workshop will be sure to 

assist you along the road to success. We will deconstruct the word 

‘delegation’ so as to understand its real meaning and benefits. 

…..If you are a Room Leader – then this workshop shouldn’t be 

missed!

Stone & Sprocket
www.stoneandsprocketec.com
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Having those ‘difficult conversations’

What makes having conversations difficult in the 

workplace? 

Why does our blood pressure go up so much with 

additional thoughts of grey hair multiplying by the second.

This session is designed to help you navigate your way 

through those sticky topics and grey areas, leaving you 

feeling confident that you are on the right track.

Of course with Molly as the presenter, you can rest easy 

that there will be no role playing (she does enough of that 

for everyone) and many laughs, at her expense.

Leave the session without hair dye and blood pressure 

tablets, and be confident with your pocket full of strategies!

Down to Earth Practical Solutions
Website: www.dteps.com.au
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Strategies for tricky groups - 7 Quick easy tips for behaviour

How do you react when a child hits or bites?

How are you expected to respond?

What response will get you the outcome you and the child need? 

With so many questions to be answered, during this myth busting 

workshop, Rebecca will explore the seven simple yet effective 

tips to encouraging, affirming and guiding positive behaviour.  

As a group we will discuss specific experiences, be reassured 

and provided with real, take home strategies to better recognise, 

respond and role model the behaviour needed to create a healthy 

and nurturing environment. 

Rebecca will highlight the underlying issues of behaviour in a 

broader sense so as to embed respect and responsibility in each 

aspect of our children's day!

Stone & Sprocket
www.stoneandsprocketec.com
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De-stressing in the workplace!

Yearning for a sense of calm and stability? 

Keen to see your children calm, relaxed, happy and focused?

Then this workshop is the place to be!

With a background in early learning education, and having 

worked as a director and educator for over 15 years, Cynthia 

has developed a unique program that understands the needs 

of children and educators.

Realising the positive difference yoga made to her life, 

Cynthia embarked on a mission to join together her two 

passions - kids and yoga!

Learn from Cynthia the amazing benefits of yoga and how 

when implemented into practice, can ripple out into the 

children’s home environment, the community and beyond!

Connect Kids Yoga
connectkidsyoga.com.au
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Managing acting out and aggressive behaviour in the 

early childhood setting

“If we understand how kids learn behaviour, then we can 

work out effective ways of changing their behaviour”. 

We all know that there are major differences in behaviour 

between babies, toddlers, 4-5’s and 5-6 year olds…..in this 

workshop Dr John will use common sense approaches to 

understanding and responding to various situations in age 

appropriate ways.

One of Dr Johns books: Handbook for Happy Families, 

describes his positive guidance system that uses visual 

cues and is described as especially effective for children 

under 10.

If you are looking for a system to encourage positive 

behaviour – then this workshop is definitely worth a try!

Dr Johns Happy Families
www.happyfamilies.com.au 
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Capture the moment - the power of the lens!

This session explores some fundamental photography 

basics to assist in taking great photos of children and their 

learning.

We will also explore the educators role in terms of digital 

documentation, children's rights and our professional 

identity. 

More than just happy snaps of children, this session will 

leave you thinking much differently and deeper about a 

broad range of topics.

This rich visual session will have you captivated, motivated 

and invigorated to reflect on 'the power of the lens.'

Down to Earth Practical Solutions
Website: www.dteps.com.au
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Creating Culturally Rich Play Spaces

Jessica Staines is a Wiradjuri woman who has worked in early 

childhood for over ten years in both urban and rural services. 

Jessica is passionate about reconciliation, sharing her culture 

and creating culturally safe services for Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander children and families. 

This workshop will showcase several case studies that show how 

Aboriginal perspectives have been successfully embedded into 

projects and children’s emerging interests. 

Participants will consider what the Aboriginal perspective is of 

fairies, insects and fire fighters and how these interests can be 

used as a vehicle for learning – this session will leave you feeling 

more culturally aware and confident in embedding Aboriginal 

perspectives into service programs.

Koori Curriculum
www.kooricurriculum.com
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Beyond music……

How well do you use music in your daily practice?

Does your music build connections and strengthen 

relationships?

…..or simply to fill the room with background noise?

Music is a powerful vehicle for fostering a sense of belonging, 

being and becoming - for both children and educators alike. 

Join Kindergarten Teacher, Matthew Panayotopoulos as we 

sing, strum, and move to the beat, exploring how we can 

create meaningful learning experiences, ease stress, stimulate 

brain development and create a sense of well-being through 

music, song and movement – even with little or no talent!

This is a true example of ‘safety in numbers’ as we all come 

together to end this amazing day with celebration, sound and 

laughter!

Beyond Music
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